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OBJECT DETECTION



OBJECT DETECTION
Computer vision task where a trained model identify objects 
within an image or video
Applications include self-driving vehicles, remote sensing, 
wildlife monitoring



WILDLIFE MONITORING EXAMPLE



TENSORFLOW



TENSORFLOW
A free & open source library for machine learning, focused on 
deep neural networks

The Alliance TensorFlow documentation

* TF is available in other languages (e.g. JavaScript, C++, Java) but is most commonly used with Python

https://docs.alliancecan.ca/wiki/TensorFlow


OBJECT DETECTION & TENSORFLOW
The TensorFlow Object Detection API is one of the research 
models/implementations provided in the TF Model Garden

Learn more in TF’s object detection tutorial & the Object 
Detection API’s Training & Evaluation with TensorFlow 2 guide

https://github.com/tensorflow/models
https://www.tensorflow.org/hub/tutorials/object_detection
https://github.com/tensorflow/models/blob/master/research/object_detection/g3doc/tf2_training_and_evaluation.md


TENSORBOARD



WHAT IS TENSORBOARD?
TF’s visual toolkit for machine 
learning experimentation

Visually track model information 
(e.g. model structure, mAP, etc) 





WHY USE TENSORBOARD?
Machine Learning usually
requires experimentation

We need a way to compare 
models (aka runs)

Ideally we want to avoid 
manually inspecting logs



HOW DOES TENSORBOARD WORK?
TensorFlow writes event files during model training

TensorBoard parses these files & generates visualizations

You can control what events are logged using FileWriter
instance(s)



MORE ON TENSORBOARD
TensorBoard guide

https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard/get_started
https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard/get_started


TENSORBOARD + 
OBJECT DETECTION



SETTING UP EVENT FILES
Setup pipeline.config to 
generate event files for scalars*
and images*

eval_config – how should 
evaluation be done?

eval_input_reader – what 
data should be used for 
evaluation?

* Other info (e.g. graph structure, Tensor histograms) can be tracked too, but we won’t cover this today.



SCALARS
By default evaluation uses 
COCO detection metrics

https://cocodataset.org/


SCALARS
Specified using metrics_set

See the docs for the other 
available metrics

https://github.com/tensorflow/models/blob/master/research/object_detection/g3doc/evaluation_protocols.md


IMAGES
Visualize model predictions on 
evaluation data

Compare ground truth with 
predictions



IMAGES
Specified with 
num_visualizations

min_score_threshold
controls which detections are 
visualized

To explore other options, 
checkout the eval.proto file

https://github.com/tensorflow/models/blob/master/research/object_detection/protos/eval.proto


TENSORBOARD ON 
HPC



TENSORBOARD ON HPC
During model training

After model training is complete



DURING MODEL TRAINING
Adjust your job script

Submit your job as normal

Connect to the node running the job

Visit TensorBoard in your browser



DURING MODEL TRAINING

Activate evaluation in your job script
python model_main_tf2.py \

--pipeline_config_path=$MODELDIR/pipeline.config \
--model_dir=$MODELDIR \
--checkpoint_dir=$MODELDIR \
--num_workers=1 \
--sample_1_of_n_eval_examples=1 &

Activate TensorBoard in your job script
tensorboard --logdir=$MODELDIR --host 0.0.0.0 --load_fast false &

ADJUST à SUBMIT à CONNECT à VISIT



DURING MODEL TRAINING

Submit your job to the cluster as normal
sbatch train_model.sh

Wait for your job to begin

ADJUST à SUBMIT à CONNECT à VISIT



DURING MODEL TRAINING

Find what node your model is running on
squeue –u user

ADJUST à SUBMIT à CONNECT à VISIT

HPC 
node

Job ID



DURING MODEL TRAINING

Find the node your model is running on

Find the port TensorBoard is running on
grep "TensorBoard" slurm-JOBID.out

ADJUST à SUBMIT à CONNECT à VISIT

Port 
on 

HPC 
node 



DURING MODEL TRAINING

Find what node your model is running on

Find what port TensorBoard is running on

Connect to the node where training is happening
ssh -N -f -L localhost:6006:cdr917:6006 user@cedar.computecanada.ca

HPC 
node

Port on
HPC node 

Your 
user

Your HPC 
cluster

ADJUST à SUBMIT à CONNECT à VISIT



DURING MODEL TRAINING

Visit localhost:6006
on your favourite
browser

ADJUST à SUBMIT à CONNECT à VISIT

http://localhost:6006/


AFTER MODEL TRAINING*
Request an interactive job

Start TensorBoard

Connect to the node running the job

Visit TensorBoard in your browser

* Requires event files to have been generated during training



AFTER MODEL TRAINING

Request an interactive job
salloc --mem=16GB --time=1:00:00

Wait for the interactive session to begin

REQUEST à START TENSORBOARD à CONNECT à VISIT

HPC 
node



AFTER MODEL TRAINING

Run TensorBoard
tensorboard --logdir=models/dir/ --host 0.0.0.0 --load_fast false

Wait for confirmation that TensorBoard is running

REQUEST à START TENSORBOARD à CONNECT à VISIT

Port on
HPC node 



AFTER MODEL TRAINING

Find what node & port your job is running on

Connect to the node where training is happening
ssh -N -f -L localhost:6006:cdr917:6006 user@cedar.computecanada.ca

HPC 
node

Port on
HPC node 

Your 
user

Your HPC 
cluster

REQUEST à START TENSORBOARD à CONNECT à VISIT



AFTER MODEL TRAINING

Visit localhost:6006
on your favourite 
browser

REQUEST à START TENSORBOARD à CONNECT à VISIT

http://localhost:6006/


EXPLORING 
TENSORBOARD



EXPLORING TENSORBOARD
Scalars
Images
Time Series



SCALARS



SCALARS



IMAGES



IMAGES



TIME SERIES



OTHER TENSORBOARD DASHBOARDS



THANK YOU



QUESTIONS?


